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Jason Miller’s furniture for De La Espada is
inspired by the housing trend currently
prevalent in Brooklyn, where 100-year-old
brownstones, originally built as single family
homes then converted into apartment buildings,
are being converted back into single family
homes. Many of these buildings still retain
original details such as ornate fireplaces,
moldings and woodwork, but are in need of
renovations, creating an interesting
juxtaposition of old and new design. Jason
Miller’s product line captures this
juxtaposition of time, purpose, and aesthetics.
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SIZE
W56.5 × D50.5 × H70.5 cm
W22 1/4 × D20 × H27 3/4 ”
SPECIFICATION
Available in American black walnut, American
white oak, or European Ash in a range of
finishes, and a range of fabric and leather
options. Click on 'Materials' in the left hand
menu for further information.
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Elliot is an intricately detailed table that
harnesses De La Espada’s woodworking expertise
in a form that captures the sumptuous qualities
of a traditional American aesthetic in a more
modern design language. It is available with a
rectangular or oblong tabletop in a variety of
sizes.
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SIZE
051S Oblong
W235 × D95 × H75.5 cm
W92 1/2 × D37 2/5 × H29 3/4 ”
051M Oblong
W250 × D95 × H75.5 cm
W98 2/5 × D37 2/5 × H29 3/4 ”
051L Oblong
W290 × D95 × H75.5 cm
W114 1/5 × D37 2/5 × H29 3/4 ”
051G Oblong (ash only)
W310 × D95 × H75.5 cm
W122 × D37 2/5 × H29 3/4 ”
051LZ Oblong
W270.5 × D110.5 × H75.5 cm
W106 1/2 × D43 1/2 × H29 3/4 ”
051GZ Oblong (ash only)
W325 × D110.5 × H75.5 cm
W128 × D43 1/2 × H29 3/4 ”
056S Rectangular
W200 × D95 × H75.5 cm
W78 3/4 × D37 2/5 × H29 3/4 ”
056M Rectangular
W240 × D95 × H75.5 cm
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Classon Sideboard transcends time, its modern
form featuring rich detailing that nods to a
more traditional American aesthetic. Polished
bronze drawer pulls and legs elegantly
complement the cabinet body available in a
range of timbers and finishes and painted hdf.
The sideboard is available in a choice of five
different configurations to suit a variety of
storage needs.
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SIZE
W213.5 × D60 × H71 cm
W84 × D23 1/2 × H28 ”
SPECIFICATION
Available in American black walnut, American
white oak, or European Ash in a range of
finishes; with painted HDF in a choice of our
full range of colours with a satin matte or
gloss finish. Legs and door pulls in polished
bronze. Click on 'Materials' in the left hand
menu for further information. Product available
in different configurations. Download the
Classon Sideboard Worksheet for a full list of
options. The bottom panel includes holes for
cable management. NOTE: This product is on a
longer manufacturing lead time than standard.
Assembly: 052/053 Classon Cabinetry
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Classon Sideboard transcends time, its modern
form featuring rich detailing that nods to a
more traditional American aesthetic. Polished
bronze drawer pulls and legs elegantly
complement the cabinet body available in a
range of timbers and finishes and painted hdf.
The sideboard is available in a choice of five
different configurations to suit a variety of
storage needs.
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SIZE
W213.5 × D60 × H71 cm
W84 × D23 1/2 × H28 ”
SPECIFICATION
Available in American black walnut, American
white oak, or European Ash in a range of
finishes; with painted HDF in a choice of our
full range of colours with a satin matte or
gloss finish. Legs and door pulls in polished
bronze. Click on 'Materials' in the left hand
menu for further information. Product available
in different configurations. Download the
Classon Sideboard Worksheet for a full list of
options. The bottom panel includes holes for
cable management. NOTE: This product is on a
longer manufacturing lead time than standard.
Assembly: 052/053 Classon Cabinetry
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Jason Miller’s furniture for De La Espada is
inspired by the housing trend currently
prevalent in Brooklyn, where 100-year-old
brownstones, originally built as single family
homes then converted into apartment buildings,
are being converted back into single family
homes. Many of these buildings still retain
original details such as ornate fireplaces,
moldings and woodwork, but are in need of
renovations, creating an interesting
juxtaposition of old and new design. Jason
Miller’s product line captures this
juxtaposition of time, purpose, and aesthetics.
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SIZE
W91.5× D60 × H105.5 cm
W36 × D23 1/2 × H41 1/2 ”
SPECIFICATION
Available in American black walnut, American
white oak, or European Ash in a range of
finishes; with painted HDF in a choice of our
full range of colours with a satin matte or
gloss finish. Legs and drawer pulls in polished
bronze. Click on 'Materials' in the left hand
menu for further information. NOTE: This
product is on a longer manufacturing lead time
than standard. Assembly: 052/053 Classon
Cabinetry
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Jason Miller’s furniture for De La Espada is
inspired by the housing trend currently
prevalent in Brooklyn, where 100-year-old
brownstones, originally built as single family
homes then converted into apartment buildings,
are being converted back into single family
homes. Many of these buildings still retain
original details such as ornate fireplaces,
moldings and woodwork, but are in need of
renovations, creating an interesting
juxtaposition of old and new design. Jason
Miller’s product line captures this
juxtaposition of time, purpose, and aesthetics.
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SIZE
W213.5 × D60 × H71 cm
W84 × D23 1/2 × H28 ”
SPECIFICATION
Available in American black walnut, American
white oak, or European Ash in a range of
finishes; with painted HDF in a choice of our
full range of colours with a satin matte or
gloss finish. Legs and drawer pulls in polished
bronze. Click on 'Materials' in the left hand
menu for further information. NOTE: This
product is on a longer manufacturing lead time
than standard. Assembly: 052/053 Classon
Cabinetry
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Gates Sofa has a modern form with elements of a
more traditional American design aesthetic. An
upholstered body with unique tufting on the
backrest is raised upon slender bronze legs.
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SIZE
W236 × D90 × H75 cm
W93 × D35 1/2 × H29 1/2 ”
SPECIFICATION
Available in a range of fabrics and leathers
with polished bronze legs. Click on 'Materials'
in the left hand menu for further information.
NOTE: The upholstery fabric or leather chosen
will affect the appearance of the backrest
tufts thus: the elasticity of the chosen
material will determine how far each tuft
reaches up the backrest.
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